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SUMMARY

The Electronic Support Measures (ESM) System attempts to detect, analyse and classify sources of radio and
radar emissions iis the environment. The tBM system provides valuable emitter classification information
to the host platform's Command and Control System or associated Clectronic Countermeasures (1CM)
equipment. However, the current generation of Automatic IM systems often produce ambiguous or incorrect
emitter classifications in the adverse conditions of actual conflict. This paper describea the
application of Knowledge Based Systems tmohniques to ON1 processing and outlines the development and
evaluation of a Knowledge Based IBM *,ystem model aimed specifically at improving the emitter
classification capability of automatic SBM.

1 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

C
2  

Command and Control
cry Current Emitter rile
CW Continuous Wave
DF Direction Finding
ECM Electronic Countermeasures
ESM Electronic Support Measures
E•W Electronic Warfare
EWSG Electronic Warfare Scenario Generator
EwRM Electronic Warare Receiver Model
GHM OLga-Herts (10 HI)
KI-ISM Knowledge Based Slectronic lupport Measures
KOu Knowledge Based System
KS Knowledge Source
PR! Pulse Repetition Interval
PW Pulse Width
RF Radio Frequency
TOA Time of Arrival
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XIXLCTI1ONIC SUPPORT MIZAsurve

2. The giectronic Supp~ort Measures (NON) syatem ia Concerned with the detection, analysis &ad
.lacetfication of radio and radar signals. SON provides details of the signal enviro enethrtte

hoat platform's Command and Control System, for usee in tactical situation assessmenlt or to an integrated
Electronic Countermeasures (SCM) system. This paper will be restricted to the dincussion of Radar tBM,
Atlthough trie techniques drvecribed in subsequent sections will b, generally applicable to radio frequency
1EM aystems.
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2.2 The block diagram of a typical Automatic 18K System is presonted in Figure 1. The system is
composed of the following subsystems.

- the Antenna and Receiver
- the Preprocessor
- the gain Proceswor
- tits Man-Machine Interface

2.3 The Antenna and Receiver must be capable of detection of all radar frequencies used by own
f;.*rce.P, neutral and enemy radar sets. The typical frequency coverage is 2-1S Oils although extensiona to
cover the laillimetric wavelengths above 1S Oils are becoming of increased Importance. Similarly the
sub-system must be able to detect signals arriving at all azimuth angles around the hoet platform. The
receiving unit detects incident signals (above system sensitivity) and measures the signal
characteristics. The characteristics of a typical pulsed radar aignal that are measures by the receiver
i reti

- Angle of Arrival (bearing)
- Carrier Frequency
- Pulse Width
- Amplitude
- Time of Arrival

2.4 However, since the receiver will detect and measure each incident pulse in chronological order.
the receiver output will require sorting to reconstruct pulse chains from the Individual emitters in the
environment. This sorting process is carried out by the Pre-procesuing eiloment of the system. and is
termed 'oe-interleaving'. The *in of the do-interleaving function is to produce jsut one pulse chain for
each detectable emitter in the environment, although this is seldom possible In praictice.

2.5 The Pro-processor element also acts as a data rate reduction mechanism to ensure that the vain
processor can oope with its pulse chain analysis, classification and Aytool control taskt. rn addition,
the Pro-processeor removes all unwanted pulse data (e.g. from high duty rate emitters) that had 1reviouely
been analysed &nd classified by the system to further reduce the nainprooeesor load.

2.6 Each pulse chain derived by the de-intarleaver is either associated with a ourreet entry. ot
creates a n~w entry in the Current knitter Mie, (CRY).* Subsequent analysis of the Interpuleel modulaticn
of the NY, Pall PV and Ocan parameter@ are stored against this COY entry.

2. 7 "wh CST maintenance algorithme atteoipt to solve the probleis created by the de-iatorleavim And in
particuLar the reconstruction process is based largely upon parameter matchinga tohmiqmee - t~hat to pal"e
chains &to combined with exlisting CST entries if their parameters meet Scale Ifom of Usetan criteria.

2.0 The modulation Analysis FunctIeNe Withint AutomatiO WN Att~p 66 OPeet te UAeW pal"e ches
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parameters produced by the de-interleaver (i.e. bearing, NR range eta.) with details of how the pulv.
parameters vary over the detected pulse chain. The Radio rrequency, Pules Repetition Interval and Pulse
width parameters are often analysed by the compilation of parameter occurence histograms. These are
aubsequently interpreted to give the modulation details of the particular parameter.

2.9 The amplitude moduLation of a pulse chain can be analysed to produce an indication of the
periodicity nnd antenna scan pattern of the target radar. This information yields important extra
lnformation for use in the classifioation process, and the function to termed Scan Analysis.

2.10 The emitter classification function is accomplished by comparing the paramster. of a particular
cF. entry with each record in a library of known emitter characteristics. This library 7ontains
parametric details of all radar emitters within the system's frequency coverage that are likely to be
enfuntorad in a particular operational situation.

2.11 The library comparison process results in & candidate set of emitter records from the library
whirh match the CE1 entry. This candidate net in then subjected to confidence assessment which produces a
moaeuro of the accuracy with which the CEr entry parameters match those of the library entry. This
confidence indicates the likelihood of each candidate emitter type corresponding to the particular CEr
entry.

2.12 ESM systems can be used in a variety of different roles in a conflict situation, includingt

a) SELF PROTECTION - in association with 'hard kill' (e.g. ship to ship missile systems) or 'soft
kill' (e.g. Electronic Countermeasures) systems, the ESM equipment can help protect the host
platform against radar-assimted attack.

b) TACTICAL SITUATION ASSESSMENT - since the EUK system provides emitter classification data, it is
obviously complementary to primary radar (which measures range and bearing of targets) in the
assessment of the host platform's tactical environment.

c) EARLY WARNING - it is often possible to detect targets at long range- from the hoat platform
using ESM, even outside the primary radar's coverage. It is also possible in certain situations
to detect, analyse -and classify radars over the conditions by exploiting Anomalous Propagation
(ANAPROP) conditions.

It in therefore obvious that SON must be capable of deriving high quality emitter classification@ t,
fulfill these important roles and to be fully effective.

2.13 However, Automatic ESM systems are required to operate in a number of adverse conditions which
makes the successful classification of emitters difficult. These adverse conditions include.

the very high pulse data rates that may be detected by a sensitive ESN system in postulated
conflict scenarios.

the trend towards usage of radars exhibiting complex modulation strategies, which make the ERo
systems deinterleaving and analysis tasks difficult.

the presence of noise jamming in the environment, which adversely effects certain receiver
types.

- the presence of high powered 'friendly' radars in the vicinity of the EON system which can
seriously impede certain aspects of system performance.

2.14 Moreover, the structure of the current generation of Automatic U8K systems implies that errors
arising at the receiving stages due to these adverse operational conditions are propagated through the
da-interleaving and modulation analysis elements. As a direct consequence of this error propagation, the
classification function often produces highly ambiguous (i.e. several possible emitter classifications are
presented) or in the limit erroneous results.

3 KNOWLEDGE BASED ESN SYSTEM DKVELOPHKI'T

3,1 To directly address the emitter classification problem described in the last section, and with
the overall aim of improving RON system offectiveness, Software Sciences Ltd embarkmd on a
privately-funded Knowledge Based 35N System (KB-KIMN) devel6poent programee.

3.2 The aims of this development were several fold, namely

- to improve the overall performance of automatic UK by optimiuing the processing subsystem

S- to apply novel hardware and software architectures to achieve this optimAl processing

S- to asesas the improvement that KS1 toohniques could offer in the olassification of radar
emitters,

- to develop a comprehensive CIN System EvaluatLon facility using a suite of modelling progrom.

3.3 curing the initial phases of this devolobpmnt, a comprehensive suevey of the typee of lAWle4ge
Based System (mS) which could be used in KIM processing was undertaken. as a result of this MrVWw. the
Blackboard Architecture was chosen because of its flexibility and suitability twthe -osmplem time serylm
signal analysis problems of UKI. The slaakboard 4Arhiteoture was originally devesl ed tor se Li speaed
understanding and has subsequently been used for a variLty of applieiaaoln Lnlulug $&wat CLassitifvtief
and sensor eata Fusion.



3.4 There are three components or the Blackboard Architecturel-

- the Blackboard
- knowledge sources, and
- the scheduler

The Blackboard is a structured global data base which may be subdivided into levels, panels and
entries an shown in figure 2a appropriate to the particular Alpplication, The levels usually represent
'levels of abstraction', where the lowest level represents# for exasqle, raw data gathered from a
transducer or sensor and the highest levels represent high confidence information deduced from the lower
levols. Several different types of entry may exist at each level.
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3.5 The Knowledge Sources manipulate, create or consume entries on the Blackboard based upon
procsdures (algorithmic) or declarative (rule-baseid) knowledge. Ano example knowledge source MKS) Is shown
iq Figure 2b. Bach KS has a condition part and an action. If the condition part (which refers to entries
on., the Blackboard) evaluates to be true, then the KS becomes a candidate for activation and asa such is
placed on an Agenda. if it is activated, its action part will run causing modification to the Blackboard
contents.

3.6 The selection of a KS from the Agenda to run is performed by the schedulaer the aotion of whiah
is shown in Figure 2c. The way in which the scheduler selects the K6 from the Agenda on any particular
cycle of operation is totally adaptive and in general would also depend on the contents of the blackboard.

3.7 The main featurebo offered by a blackboard approach as applied to MN processing arel

- t~he support of the hypothesis and Test paradigm, %thereby initial emitter classification
hypotheses are formed and subseaquently validated or disprovan by the application of special
purpose anal.ysis techniques to the pulse chain data.14

- the capability to altar the processing priorities adopted within the system according to tb*
current situation, in contrast to the rigid priorities imposed by the more conventional. system.

- the ability to allow the system to choose one of several pulse chain analysis algorithms
according to the circumstances, for example, special purpose modulation analysis techniques are
usecd to make use of 'n-priori' information of previously detected emoitter types or am part of the
hypothesis testing process.

3.8 To make full use of these features, a Knowledge Based UN systoem model was developed to pro.s the
functionality of the Blackboard approach and to gather perfortmanuo metricis for use in opititaisatiomt of the
KS-IBM system towards real time operational usage. The U-RM system model incorporates all necessary
features of the UON processing system, including.

- A de-interleaver which is under the full control of the blackoboard mechante~a.

- RI, Pat and VW modulation analysis algorithms.

- smitter Clasesfication algorithms (including library access and hypothewia and test)

-
special purpose display fosl 

met e

- Adaptive system control and sathedaling



T. he XS-UIH system model runs on a VAX 11 series computer under a Knowledge Based System
development environment called POPLOO. The development and subsequent assessment carried out to date has
@flown that within a controlled evaluation environments the Xfl-RIN system model to able to produce
consistent unambiguous emitter classification results#

1.10 Much of the improved classification capability is due to the application of the hypothesis and
toot technique. The emitter hypotheses are formed by accessing the emitter library with coarse but
reliiable pulse chain parameters in much the same way as current generation @yeteue. teach candidate
emitter iq then subjected to a verification process using distinguishing features of the emitter retrieved
from the library record. This information is used as the basis for the '&-priori' analysis of the pulsee
chain in question to prove or disprove the existence of the candidate emitter. Only emitter
claneifications validated In this way are presented to the operator as correct classifications hence
docreaming the probability of erroneous or ambiguous results. This process is Illustrated in Vigure 3.
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3.11 In addition to providing reliable claraification of a correctly de-interleaved puls. chain, the
evaluation of the KB-ESM system model has proven its capability to classify several separate emlitters
which are initidlly placed into a single pulse chain due to their close parametric proximity.
Yu0.thermore, the KB-ElM system model can successfully recombine split pulse chains from a wide band
frequency hopping radar by extending the hypothesis and test technique back to a second (rule-based)
do-interleaving stage.

The KB-ESM System modal was developed with a not of displays to allow the operator to

- oversee the system operation, using the tabular emitter summary displays common in automatic UNM.

- monitor the hypothesis and toot function from candidate emitter set generation through emitter

verification using special purpose display formats..

- monitor the modulation analysis of a particular pulse chain using special purpose praphical
display options.

'The strictly hierarchic nature of these displays ensures that the system defaults to fully automatic Ioe
with summary displays available for this purpose. However, the 'lower level' display options can be
invoked to allow the skilled operator to monitor the detailed system operation.

4 KB-ZBM SYSTEM EVALUATION

4.1 In order to &means fully the capabilities and limitations of the RI-WIN Systems Model. a
comprehensive evaluation programs was undertaken following system deveilopment, limos an incremmental aind
controllid asesesment technique was essential to this evaluation prograimme, a modelling approach was
Adopted throughout. This will be followed in the near future by the development end asselownt of a
prototype triAls system-

4.2 A Mlock diagram of the assessment facility used to evaluate the Ka-RM system model Is promoeted
in Figure 4. The evaluation process consisted of the generation of test scenarios of varioos o~leiultes
from which the signal environment, at the MI receiver osuld be simlulated. Thei perfoumame of the aUm
receiving elemeont was subsequently modelled and the receiver output used to evauate the n-RU.
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4.3 The Environmental Modelling function was accomplished using the Software Sciences IN scenario
Generator (ZWSa) program. EWIG allowed the operational Scenario to be defined in ter" of the relevant
platforms (airborne, shipborne or landbased), their position and their radar fits. The characteristics of
the radar fits were subnequently used to generate an electromagnetic environment (i.e. pulsed, CV and
jamming signals) as incident at a user specified sensor position. The operational scenario was dynamic in
that full platform motion was modelled throughout the simulation including platform manoeuvres in course,
speed, altitude, roll, pitch and yaw at predefined simulation times. The simulated sirgnals were of a
highly sophisticated nature to represent postulated modulation agility schemes and scan stiategies.

4.4 The subsequent Receiver Modelling function was accoaplished using the Software Sciences NW
Receiver Modelling (ZWRI4) program which allowed the user to model either

Channelised Receiver,
an Instantaneous Frequency Measurement Receiver,
a Swept Superhet Receiver or
a Multiport Bearing receiver

The antenna system was fully defined in terms ofo

its polar diagram in the Azimuth and Elevation planes
- the variation of this polar diagram with NP

4.5 Furthermore, suitable interpolation routines were provided to calculate the antenna gain in a
general (i.e. non planar) direction and at any pulse fr'equency.

4.6 Similarly, the Direction Finding and N? receiver element characteristics such ass

- Sensitivity (as a functton of RN)
- Dynamic Range
- Bandwidth
- Dead time (due to recovery effects)

Simultaneous Signal Capability
S SC resistance

were simulated, as were the principle sources of parameter measurewnt error within the partliular re"elr
type. The output of the receiver model was subsequently used in the controlled e6aluatie 'of the a-mN.

4.7 Since the assessment of the XU-SSN syste modetl was aoeftelimhe is esetstlee eostatomg
generated by an environmental model, it was poesible to assess aftsmtiesl]y the perfoLselas or %)
receiving and prmeosing subsystemse This was poesible inace p•lse.dasta m•mute by theWabiwaismt
model was tagged with a source emitter identification field. 1his fieldv ue eooarea With the IM
system's perception of the emitter type to gi9e an assessment or system perrofnmes.
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CONCLUSIONS

The development and subsequent thorough evaluation of the Anowledge Based SON system mdeet has
proven that the application of the slackboard Architecture and particularly the hypothesis and test method
cam produce unambiguous emitter classification results. Further, evaluation in scenarios depicting
adverae operational conditions for KBM has shown that the techniques are particularly useful in these
uituetions.

5.2 To rummarise, the application of the novel software architecture has optimised the effectiveness
or automatic IBM and hence the overall aims of the development programme were attained.

j.3 The KB-18H research prograine continues, however, aimed primarily at producoi~g an operational 3M1
system using the techniques described in this paper. The other main areas of research activity are

- the extension of the Blackboard Architecture to control the SON reoeivitr and hence produce
optimal receiver response to augment the emitter classification process.

the extension of the KB-XIM system model to incorporate emitter asootiiation and platform
classification at the IBM system as part of the hypothesis and test process..

the use of special purpose display formats and interfaoes to allow operato:r interaction with the

KB-ESM system.

These extensions to the Ks-EBM system will further improve the effoetivenest of automatic SON by

optimiaation of the processing elements.



DISCUSSION

V'h•,•, UK
What, roughly, in the typical scale ratio between, the rate at which the modallhng is performed and
roal-time?

If. Jackson
Currently the KB-ESM system is written in POP-li which in run on a timeshared VAX 11-750. When a
typical complex EW scenario is simulated the system has been found to run at a rate which is
'ppruxinmsitely 1000 times slower then real-time, Performance measurements have shown that over

)(I% or this time in spent in the embedded de-interleever. This would normally be implemented on a
"soperate high-performance dedicated chip.

Evaluation hao shown that the techniques developed are capable of real-time implementation and
Software Sciences' current work is in the enhancement of the real-time applicability of the,,
techniques developed. We ace this as the adoption of the beneficial aspects of the KB-ESM but
Inplementation in Ada. The Ada implementation will encode the rules as interpretted date structures
,o as to maintain some of the flexibility of the knowledge based approach.

J. Whlley, UK
Could you briefly describe the POP-li environment and the problems you have experienced.

B. Jackson
The POP-11 environment used is the POPLOG system originally developed by Sussex Univorsity. This
runs on a VAX 11-750 under the VMS operating system. This lang,'age has been found to be very good
at fast prototyping of knowledge based applications in the ESM domain. The limitations encountered
have been in terms of speed of execution, overall machine resources consumed, effect on other users
of the time shared system and more significantly the program size limitations encountered. The
KB-ESM ayaLem has grown in complexity during itloevelopment phase and has now reached the physical
limitations imposed by the POP-l1 system. Some 'urther enhancement would be possible if we
restructured the existing program to make more efficient use of the available system facilities.
It is felt that this would only provide a short term breathing space.

R.W. MacPherson, Canada
Could you comment on the applicability of your techniques to the identification of emitters other
than radar?

B. Jackson
The techniques developed have been specifically aimed at the problems encountered in conventional
ESM systems. The techniques and approach adopted are directly applicable to other Signal Analysis
problems. Software Sciences have already investigated applicability of this approach to the SONAR
problem and we believe that the techniques are also applicable to other similar areas. The
techniques of emitter association and platform classification developed recently as part of the
KB-ESM, but not covered in this paper, are also more widely applicable in the area of multi-sensor
data fusion.

R1.5. Dale, UK
How does the system react to emitters which are not in the emitter library?

B. Jackson
When an emitter is encountered that cannot be matched against any existing library entry the system
is unable to generate a verified hypothesis concerning the identity of the emitter. As such the
system states that it is unable to reach verified status and tells the operator that it has detected
a previously unknown emitter. This is an improvement on existing systems which frequently inform
the operator of an incorrect identification when an exact match cannot be made. The KB-ESM system
having concluded that the detected emitter is previously unknown can provide facilities to enable
the operator to create an "invalidated" library entry. This entry records the detected parameters
of the new omitter and can provide various recording facilities to enable further analysis on return
from the current mission.

ff. Timmers, Netherlands
How are the input data generated? Are they assembled from real life, or are they generated
artificially?
How do you deal with uncertainty in the data?

B. Jackson
The input data has been generated using two of Software Sciences' EW nimulation and modelling
packages EWSO & EWRM. EWSO is a general purpose Radar environment scenario generator that is
capable of producing digitally encoded pulse data for up to 99,999 different emitters each of which
can be fully defined in terms of electromagnetic radiation properties and positional movement.
EWRM is a package which enables the realistic modelling of all common ISM receiver types with the
ability to fully specify the receiver characteristics using a high level interpretive English like
language. The scenarios modelled using theos facilities were defined and agreed in conjunction
with the UK MoD, RAY and RSRK to be truly representative of certain predicted threat sitations.
The KB-9SM system deals with unoertainty in the data by the use of the knowledge based teolwiquea
described in the paper. The exte•asive evaluation exercise that was undertaken Was cent-rd gronud
predefined situations which cause uncertain and ambiguous classification i• the eur•ent &eneration
of ESm systems. The KB-2IM system was proven to be significantly better than enisting Isymt at
deriving unambiguous and correct interpretation or smell quantities of "i'mte-Iain data".


